
Photos in this issue are from last month's 'Abandoned / Decay' competition.

This month started with a Bang…
Actually, a lot of them on the Fourth. Here’s hoping everyone had 
a fantastic Fourth of July weekend and you got some nice fire-
works pics. Not too many chances per year to get those.

Congrats to all the photogs who scored well last month. There 
were many excellent images. Here’s hoping the Anatomy compe-
tition this month brings the same.

(Make sure you read the note from our judge on page 5!)

This Month's Featured Article
Colorado is blessed with four seasons, unlike Florida or other 
states. Be prepared for each with these tips.  Read more here...
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Focus Camera Club Monthly Meetings

Meetings are held the First & Third Thursday of each month. Our meeting place is The Community Room at the Greenwood 
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clicking here. Meetings start promptly at 7 PM and will end around 9:45 PM so we can be out by 10 PM.
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Four Season Photography
By Russ Burden

Even in the dead of winter we're thinking about spring… and summer… and even fall. Find tips for all four sea-
sons here!

When it’s winter, you keep thinking spring will be here before you know it. Once it arrives you’ll be so im-
mersed in making images, before you know it, summer will knock on the door. With all the great summer-
time imagery, you’ll be so wrapped up in your photography, before you know it, autumn will arrive. With 
so many options and great photo ops in the autumn, before you know it, winter will be back - wow - time 
flies when you’re out photographing all four seasons. 

To make sure you capture great shots of each, I offer you Four Season Photography. The bottom line is to 
get in the head of how each season works - the light, the weather, the mood, and color. Furthermore, you 
need to know how to capture both the intimate details along with the grand image. I offer a list of photo 
basics for each season of the year.

Winter: 
Research: Know sunrise and sunset times for 
your locations;  prepare for the proper 
weather regarding how you dress; carry extra 
batteries; insulate your tripod; dress in layers 
and bring pocket warmers.

Exposure: monitor your histogram after every 
shot. Use exposure compensation to elimi-
nate blinkies but don’t underexpose - high-
light detail is critical! Keep snow white and 
maintain its detail.

Try B&W: in that many snow scenes are pre-
dominately void of color, try converting your 
images to B&W. Silver Efex Pro is a great tool for this purpose.

Exhale Conservatively: when you exhale, be sure to aim your breath away from the viewfinder, front lens 
element, and LCD. Your breath will fog up any of them which will impede your photography.

Spring:
Research: Know sunrise and sunset times for your locations;  prepare for the proper weather regarding 
how you dress - bring bug spray.

Macro Galore: Spring is synonymous with buds so be sure to tote your macro lens when you head into 
the field. Use it to create lots of depth of field to bring entire buds into focus but also think about shoot-
ing wide open to create selective focus effects. 
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Get Close in Other Ways: Macro lenses are great but you don’t have to lay out the big bucks for one. Ex-
tension tubes and close up filters also get the job done. If you go the route of close up filters, be sure to 
get dual element achromatic ones.

Get low / Look High: In that a lot of spring photography involves flowers, be sure to get down to the level 
at which the flowers grow and photograph them from that level rather than shoot down on them. Trees 
spring catkins, the new growth that comes before leaves. Many catkins make great macro subjects - be 
sure to look toward the sky to find them.

Dress Appropriately: Spring mornings can be chilly. Be sure to bring a light jacket. It’s also a rainy season 
so bring an outer waterproof shell and protection for your gear.

Summer: 
Research: Know sunrise and sunset times 
for your locations;  prepare for the proper 
weather regarding how you dress - bring 
bug spray.

HDR Now: Summer light is very contrasty. 
Capture a bracketed series of images and 
merge them using HDR software. As a re-
sult, detail can be maintained in both the 
highlights and shadows. 

Help Lower the Contrast With Flash: 
I always pack a flash with a long extension 
cord in case I need a touch of fill flash. If 

you enjoy the vibrant look of fill-in flash with close-ups, vary the intensity of the light and dial in differ-
ing amounts of compensation.

Work Quickly During Sweet Light: In the summer, the sun does not linger on the horizon. This translates 
to shorter lengths of time of warm light that bathes subjects in a golden hue. 

Fun With Friends: Be sure to bring your point and shoot and make lots of photos of your outings. Share 
the images on Facebook or simply send them in emails. Use fill flash to help control the contrasty sum-
mer sun.

Punch Up The Color: Summer skies can be hazy so when you process your photos, enhance the blues to 
give them life. It’s also a time for dramatic light with afternoon storms. If you see clouds build, find a lo-
cation to capture the drama.
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Autumn:
Research: Know sunrise and sunset times for your locations; prepare for the proper weather regarding 
how you dress; find out the average dates when fall color peaks but be ready to change plans on short 
notice if it arrives early or late.

Make a Family Portrait: When is the last time you made a photo of your family? Autumn is a great time as 
fall color provides a great backdrop. Fallen leaves make a great base and a background of out of focus fo-
liage is a sure hit.

Pack The Polarizer: Autumn leaves reflect a lot of light. This reflected light robs saturation. Use a polar-
izer to combat glare robbing light and allow the true colors of autumn to sing. A bonus is the blue in the 
sky can also be more saturated.

Tweak The White Balance: Set your white balance to CLOUDY to warm up the colors of autumn. If you’re 
from the days of slide film, you’ll remember an 81A filter that provided warmth to a scene. The CLOUDY 
setting achieves a similar purpose.

Look For Still Water: Still water acts like a mirror. Capture fall colored foliage as a reflection to add drama 
to your landscapes.

Capture the Mood: Fall means chilly clear nights. This translates to mist on open bodies of water. Head to 
an area of open water and capture the rising fog with early morning light illuminating it.
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Program and Competition Schedules

Program Schedule Competition Schedule

07/07/16 Program – Our Wonderful World 
of Wildlife by Russ Burden

07/21/16 Subject – Anatomy

08/04/16 Program – Black and White 
Photography by Joe Bonita & Guy 
Geoly

08/18/16 Subject – Open

09/01/16 Program – Night Photography by 
Grant Collier

09/28/16
(WED)

Subject – Flowers

July 7 Program with Russ Burden
Russ Burden will present Our Wonderful World of Wildlife. The show features wildlife images of the many 
species he’s photographed locally, found in Wyoming, Oregon, and Florida. Russ has visited and revisited 
the locations the animals inhabit while leading his many instructional nature photo tours. When he’s on 
location with tour participants, he teaches the ins and outs of how to create a great animal photograph. 
The show provides a journey into the world of wildlife photography where for 20 minutes, you’ll see the 
photos Russ created put to soothing and enjoyable music.

Russ is an internationally published photographer. His images have ap-
peared on calendars published by Inner Reflections, Kodak, Audubon, 
Sierra Club, and National Wildlife. He is a multiple time award winner 
in the annual Windland Smith Rice International Nature’s Best competi-
tion and as a result, many of his photographs have hung in the Smith-
sonian in Washington, DC.

This Month's Competition is Anatomy
The official definition - This includes pictures that feature a specific body 
part artistically such as an eye or eyes, a foot or feet which could be bare  
or in shoes, abstracts of any body part, etc. All images, if they feature nu-
dity, need to be tasteful and not obscene or shocking. No restrictions on  
editing in camera or via computer software, as long as it is clear that the  
image started out as a photograph.

A note from the Judge: “For anatomy, only living subjects are acceptable. 
No images of statues or images of paintings/photos. “

Judge will be Cliff Lawson
If you need the Competition Entry forms or the template for the stick-on labels, you 
can get both from the Focus website on the Competition Rules page.
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June ‘Abandoned/Decay’ Competition Results
Media Artist Image Title Score

f5.6 Digital Larry Hartlaub Edge of Darkness 9

David Hull Desk for Sale 9

Leon Johnson 15th Street Alley 9

Leon Johnson Ladder to a Parallel Universe 9

Kevin O'Kane Spring at last 9

f8 Digital Lucius Ashby Old Bike 9

April Moore Village Church 9

Ron Schaller Fixer Upper 9

Monochrome Gary Patterson Como Wet Plate 9

Gary Patterson Who Left the Gate Open? 10

f11 Color Jeff Jensen K Metal Reprocessor 10

Digital Wayne Corrigan Rail Cars of Olden Days 9

Brian Donovan Man Versus Seawater 9

Diane Katzenberger Oh Yeah, I Was a Tough Guy 9

Jeff Owens Good Until the Last Bite 9

Elmer Paetow Old Prairie School 9

Cohan Zarnoch Still Standing 9

William Brant Loved But Lost to the Forest 10

Cecelia Broder Time Ago 10

Cecelia Broder Private Time 10

Brian Donovan No Rooms at the Inn 10

Diane Katzenberger Tattered and Forgotten 10

Butch Mazzuca Out to Pasture 10

Butch Mazzuca The Shack 10

Jeff Owens With Hope for a Breeze 10

Elmer Paetow Not Sea Worthy 10

Gwen Piña Self Service 10

Gwen Piña Hang On 10

Cohan Zarnoch Left to Drift 10
f16 Color Danny Lam Tree Rings and Wasp 9

Joe Bonita A Slow, Lonely Death 10

Travis Broxton Window to the Past 10

Ron Cooper Still Life in Decline 10

Guy Geoly A Path to the Crematorium 10
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f16 Color Guy Geoly Dying Together 10
(con’t) Cliff Lawson In Light of My Retirement 10

Scott Wilson Gateway 10

Digital Nancy Myer Broken Statues on Mount Nemrud, Turkey 9

Mary Paetow Fairbanks, Alaska 9

Oz Pfenninger The Party's Over 9

Travis Broxton Rusty Butt 10

Travis Broxton Open Today 10

Dan Greenberg Still Special 10

Charles Hopkins Poppy Pods 10

Charles Hopkins Reappears of Christina 10

Danny Lam Fading Glory 10

Todd Lytle The Homestead 10

Nancy Myer 500 Year Dead Tree 10

Mary Paetow Gone to Seed 10

Oz Pfenninger Abandoned Tractor Trailer 10

Leander Urmy Four Still with Fire 10

Leander Urmy Retired Wood Silo 10

Scott Wilson Abandon Ship 10

Scott Wilson New York Melody 10

Monochrome Kevin Holliday 87 and Counting 9

Ron Cooper In Memory of Henry 10

Kevin Holliday Wrecked at Road Bay 10

Danny Lam Abandoned 10

Cliff Lawson Disintegrating Geometry 10

Oz Pfenninger Decaying Wood 10

Gary Witt Silent Silos 10

Gary Witt If Only … 10

Judge for this competition was John Harris. See all images in the Online Gallery.

Remember to send your winning Print images to Webmaster@FocusColorado.com for the online galleries.
And please use the same naming conventions as we do for Digital Submissions. 
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Calls For Entries & Photo Contests
American Landscape 2016 from OP
The title says it all. Enter your best Landscape image 
for a chance at a $2000 Grand prize, along with a 
wheelbarrow full of camera goodies.

Deadline: EXTENDED to July 12

Visit the Outdoor Photographer contest website for 
entry info and all the details.

Epson PanoAwards 2016
The 7th EPSON International Pano Awards is dedi-
cated to the craft and art of panoramic photography.

Advances in digital photography and editing software 
has resulted in an ever-increasing rise in the popular-
ity of image stitching, especially in the panoramic for-
mat. Panoramic film photography also remains alive 

and well. The Epson International Pano Awards showcases the work of panoramic photographers world-
wide and is the largest competition for panoramic photography.

Entry: Earlybird ends July 10, All entries end July 24

Visit the PanoAwards website for entry and prize information.

I Shot It
An interesting concept for a photo competi-
tion website. LOTS of competitions going on 
at once, with varying entry fees and prizes. A 
wide variety of subjects you can enter in, and 
it appears Leica does some sponsorship here 
since a number of the prizes are Leica gear. 
Worth checking out.

Visit the competition page for a listing of 
current competitions and the FAQ page if you 
have questions.
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Local Photo Opps and Events
Russ Burden Photo Tours www.russburdenphotography.com 303.791.9997

2016 Upcoming Tours and Dates

  July 23-29, Glacier National Park

  Aug 20 - 26, Goats and Gods Wildlife/Scenery

  Oct 15 – 21, Monument Valley / Slot Canyons

  Dec 3-9, Bosque Del Apache & White Sands 
National Monument

Lavender Festival – Chatfield Farms
When: Saturday, July 16 from 10 AM to 6 PM

Where: Chatfield Farms, part of DBG

This FREE event showcases more than 800 lavender plants, creating a gorgeous backdrop for this family-
friendly event with live music, crafts, food, drinks, hayrides, lavender classes and more. Go grab your Macro 
lens and get ready for a day of flowers, bees, and fun.

Visit the Denver Botanic Gardens website for more information.

Colorado Dragon Boat Festival
The Colorado Dragon Boat Festival (CDBF) is a free family-friendly festival highlighting Colorado's rich 
Asian Pacific American heritage at Sloan's Lake Park in northwest Denver. A window to the Pan Asian 
world, this diverse festival is the only one of its kind in the United States.

Runs July 30/31 starting at 10 AM.  Visit the Denver.org website for all the info.

Never been? Here is some info for first timers direct from the CDBF website.
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Frame #37
A collection of extra tidbits I've discovered during the past few weeks.

— There are new FAA drone rules for commercial use. If you fly a drone to do real estate or other photog-
raphy you must be aware of these new changes. Check here and here for the FAA website. 

— CreativeLive FREE class July 7-8.  Landscape Photography: Start to Finish with Matt Kloskowski. 
RSVP and bookmark this webpage on the CL site.

— “Follow Your Passion” is often repeated, but Mike Rowe gives some awesome advice about passion vs. 
ability and how opportunity may be a more important thing to look at.

 Technology is supposed to make our lives easier, allowing us to do things more 
quickly and efficiently. But too often it seems to make things harder, leaving us with 
fifty-button remote controls, digital cameras with hundreds of mysterious features and 
book-length manuals, and cars with dashboard systems worthy of the space shuttle. 

- James Surowiecki
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Hang On by Gwen Piña
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